Challenges for INFN GEMs for BigBite for the SBS Program
Originally BigBite contained 2 INFN XY GEM layers. Each layer was composed of 3 modules.
These layers names are J0 and J2. J0 is composed of 3 modules with manufactured aluminized
mylar windows. J2 contains a bottom module with manufactured aluminized mylar windows, a
middle module with plain mylar and an aluminized mylar window installed, and a top module
with plain mylar windows. All modules on J0 had 40 micron thick aluminum foil based Faraday
Shielding installed. Both the bottom and middle modules of J2 had had 40 micron thick
aluminum foil based Faraday Shielding installed The scope for the remainder of this document is
to describe preliminary issues discovered during installation/commissioning and beam-on
conditions for the INFN GEMs.
J0 Bottom: During beam-on conditions, running on LD2, this module HV current readback
increased considerably and fluctuated rapidly. This was deemed an unstable running condition.
During an access to Hall A the GEM module and HV supply were investigated. The HV supply
channel itself was fine. The module HV was briefly turned on to 300V and it showed 6.86
uAmp, which is about 0.8 uAmp less than expected. This is indicative that there could be a
problem with the HV divider itself, but needs to be investigated further. This occurred on
December 3, 2021. This GEM module HV also has a tendency to ‘zap’ the APV card nearest the
HV divider, when HV mitigations (Kapton, silicone conformal coating, etc.) are not sufficient or
large change in inductance occurs near the APV. This zapping would then cause the APV to fail,
and inherently misconfigured all other APVs connected to it. To remedy this problem one would
replace the APV entirely or simply disconnect the APV from the backplane and thereby prevent
signal from this APV to be readout.

Figure 1: HV current readback for J0 Bot during unstable conditions. Top picture is zoomed in from the bottom.

J0 Middle: During beam-on conditions, running on LH2, this module HV current readback
dropped considerably. Replay plots showed significant drop in efficiency and active area of the
GEM module. The base current, when beam is not on the GEM, also increased. These symptoms
are consistent with a new shorted sector on the GEM module. This needs to be investigated
further and ideally new shorted sector(s) bypassed. This occurred on December 2, 2021. During
an access to Hall A, the module HV was turned on to 300 V and it showed 8.085 uAmp which is
about 0.5 uAmp more than expected.

Figure 2. The HV current readback for J0 Mid during beam on conditions when a malfunction occurred. Top picture shows the HV
current readback dropping and rebounding. Bottom is a zoom-out of the top comparing the HV current readback with no beam
before and after

J0 Top: No known problems, module should be fine.
J2 Bottom: Bottom rigid backplane had repeated problems that led to DAQ misconfiguration.
This was initially thought to be some overcurrent in the GEM readout strips that the APVs
connected to them could not handle and manifested in the DAQ as a misconfiguration. This
problem was only observed during beam-on conditions and not during cosmic data taking. On
further investigation, when the module was out of the Hall, there was a cable used to transmit
GEM foil voltage that could have better electrical isolation mitigations. This cable was located
next to that backplane. So maybe the GEM foil voltage was somehow affecting the backplane.
This needs to be confirmed or investigated further.

Figure 3. Yellow cable on J2 bot that transmits GEM foil voltage.

J2 Middle: From initial detector commissioning this GEM was significantly underperforming.
Reached approximately 75% efficiency at 4125V. This module has a more restricted gas flow in
comparison to all other detectors. The gas tubes on this particular GEM were manufactured
smaller than other INFN GEMs, which explains the lower flow. It is also thought that this
detector was contains less efficient GEM foils and simply needed to be run at increased HV
settings. This would need to be evaluated and confirmed prior to return to experimental
conditions. This module also has aluminized mylar installed on it, which is connected to HV to
prevent GEM window collapse.
J2 Top: This module had no HV problems prior to installation in Hall A. Performed reasonably
in both Test Lab and TEDF conditions. During installation of INFN GEMs, this module had
considerable HV problems. The HV would ramp down after both short and long HV tests. Or the
current readback would fluctuate in an unstable manner upon initial ramping of HV. Mitigations
were implemented around the HV divider externally. But this did not seem to resolve the
problem. The problem was thought to be related to the HV grounding to some nearby object.
Further investigation of this module would need to be done outside the Hall to determine the
source of the grounding. It is not thought that the problem is internal to the GEM module itself,
but has not been entirely ruled out. This GEM module never had shielding installed.
Relevant Log entries:
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3958325

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955541
J0 Mid: https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955220, https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955216,
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955234, https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955249
J0 Bot: https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955356 , https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955426,
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955398 ,
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955536
J0 Top:
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955427,
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3955659

